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Reference Process Flows for Telecommunication
Companies
An Extension of the eTOM Model
New business models, innovative services and technologies require transformations in the
telecommunication industry. With the Enhanced Telecom Operation Map (eTOM), the TM
Forum offers a recognized reference process model for telecommunication companies.
However, eTOM only offers a hierarchical collection of processes on different levels of
abstraction. In this paper, we extend the eTOM model by reference process flows. We offer a
control view in terms of a sequential ordering of tasks and hence a real process flow. This
provides an end-to-end view on the customer. Furthermore we show how the reference
process flows assist companies towards a structured and transparent re-design of their
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1 Introduction
Telecommunication markets and com-
panies have been subject to extensive
changes over the last decades (Grover and
Saeed 2003, pp. 119–120). The need for
large-scale transformation projects has
emerged, in which technology and en-
terprise architectures play a central role
(Czarnecki et al. 2011, pp. 183–185). New
value chains must be developed to realize
innovative bundle products (Mikkonen
et al. 2008, p. 178; Pousttchi and Hufen-
bach 2011, p. 287), cost reductions must
be enforced (Bruce et al. 2008, p. 16),
and high customer expectations regard-
ing service quality must be accounted for
(Peppard and Rylander 2006, p. 134).
With these changes, the need for pro-
cess reengineering in the context of new
products and communication technolo-
gies is apparent (Peppard and Rylan-
der 2006, p. 130; Minerva 2008, p. 38).
Bub et al. (2011, p. 253) point out that
in the telecommunication industry the
use of specific reference models is es-
sential for the harmonization of busi-
ness processes and information technol-
ogy. We therefore propose an industry-
specific process reference model in the
form of reference process flows (RPF),
in which we abstract and generalize the
knowledge about processes in telecom-
munication companies and assist in re-
structuring and re-designing processes in
a more disciplined and structured way
than before.
The concept of reference models is
widely accepted in information systems
research (e.g., Thomas 2005; Fettke and
Loos 2007). Cost and time savings, as
well as increased quality, can be seen as
main motivations for the use of refer-
ence models. However, a reference model
makes sense only if it covers an ade-
quately large problem domain. At the
same time, a reference model is of benefit
only if it can serve as basis for the con-
struction of a (company-) specific model
(Thomas 2005, pp. 23–24). In literature
this issue is discussed mainly from a me-
thodical perspective (Becker et al. 2007;
Thomas 2007; vom Brocke 2007). In con-
trast, Fettke and Loos (2007, p. 13) point
out that research should provide insights
in the application of reference models in
practice. Our work brings forth these in-
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sights for process reference models in the
telecommunication industry.
A reference model tailored tightly to
practice demands is “enhanced Tele-
com Operation Map” (eTOM), a de
facto standard (ITU-T M3050) for best-
practice telecommunication processes,
developed by the international non-
profit organization TM Forum. How-
ever, eTOM has “only” been a hierar-
chical collection of process activities so
far: it does not contain a recommen-
dation on how to combine such activi-
ties to sequences, i.e. process flows. This
means that the control aspect, though in-
dispensable for the execution of a busi-
ness process (Kelly 2003, p. 111), is lack-
ing in eTOM. Further missing elements
are: the definition and documentation of
interrelations in process activities, con-
sidered crucial in process design (Axe-
nath et al. 2005, p. 48), and a graphical
representation (including swim lanes and
interfaces), which is essential for the use
of business process reference models in
inter-organizational cooperation (Legner
and Wende 2007, p. 116). Due to those
shortcomings the potential of eTOM is
not yet fully exploited.
In this study, we address the demand
of the telecommunication industry for a
reference model that explicates and puts
structure into the interplay of strategy,
processes and information systems. In
particular, we extend eTOM with RPFs;
these are sequences of process activi-
ties towards a predefined outcome dic-
tated by eTOM. We define as RPF an
end-to-end sequence of activities, de-
signed to adhere to the hierarchy and
decomposition scheme of eTOM. These
RPFs concretize the generic processes de-
fined in eTOM, keeping them company-
independent but in accordance with the
process terms and normative statements
specific to the telecommunication indus-
try.
Our approach encompasses an explicit
domain structure: the RPFs we pro-
pose are organized in four domains,
which cover and interlink primary activ-
ities and support activities of the value
chain. In doing so, we particularly em-
phasize customer orientation: our four
domains distinguish value chain activi-
ties into (a) such that incorporate cus-
tomer interaction and (b) such that sup-
port customer interaction. On the ba-
sis of this domain structure, we define
concrete RPFs and link them to prede-
fined eTOM tasks (called “activities” in
eTOM).
Our contribution is twofold. First,
we propose a reference model for the
telecommunication industry, which
builds upon an established framework
(eTOM) and enriches it with process
specifications and an indispensable con-
trol aspect. As a second contribution, the
procedure we followed for designing, in-
troducing, and evaluating this reference
model encompasses steps that are ap-
plicable beyond the telecommunication
industry, so that other industries may
benefit from it.
The paper is organized as follows. In
Sects. 2 and 3 we survey existing frame-
works and reference models that pro-
vide guidelines for the transformation
of information systems and processes:
Sect. 2 describes general approaches,
while Sect. 3 covers solutions for the
telecommunication industry. In Sect. 4
we briefly describe our research goals and
procedure. In Sect. 5 we present and de-
tail our RPFs. In Sect. 6 we then eval-
uate our approach by means of (1) the
implementation of two case examples,
(2) the standardization by the TM Fo-
rum and (3) the application of the multi-
perspective approach of Frank (2007).
In Sect. 7 we recapitulate our approach
to distinguish among industry-specific
and industry-independent elements, and
elaborate on how the latter can be trans-
ferred to other industries. Summary, lim-
itations and further research steps are
discussed in Sect. 8.
2 Supporting Transformation –
A Literature Overview
Research on systems and processes that
support transformation includes enter-
prise architecture frameworks, reference
models and process reference models.
Common among these advances is the
challenge of being generic (i.e., indepen-
dent of concrete companies and con-
texts), and at the same time easily adapt-
able to specific requirements and for-
malisms. Accordingly, there is a prolif-
eration of concepts designed to address
the demands and constraints of whole
industrial sectors.
In Sect. 2.1 we discuss enterprise ar-
chitecture frameworks and distinguish
among those that are mostly industry-
independent and those designed for a
specific industry. Reference models and
process reference models are mostly
industry-dependent. Hence, we provide
only general definitions in Sects. 2.2 and
2.3; we then discuss the reference mod-
els and process reference models rele-
vant to the telecommunication industry
in Sect. 3.
2.1 Enterprise Architecture Frameworks
On the basis of the ANSI/IEEE Standard
1471-2000, the “enterprise architecture”
(EA) can be considered as a fundamen-
tal structure of an organization, reflect-
ing its individual elements and their re-
lationships to one another and to the
environment (Winter and Fischer 2007,
p. 7). An enterprise architecture captures
the as-is or to-be state of a specific en-
terprise, while an enterprise architecture
framework includes meta-models for the
description of enterprise architectures,
methods for their design and evalua-
tion as well as a standardized vocabulary
(Winter and Fischer 2007, p. 7).
There are many generalized frame-
works, including the “Zachman frame-
work” that offers a categorization of
aspects and methods for the align-
ment between IT and business (Zach-
man 1997), and “The Open Group Ar-
chitecture Framework” (TOGAF) (Open
Group 2011). TOGAF is particularly ap-
propriate for setting up a company-
specific enterprise architecture transfor-
mation procedure.
Many EA frameworks distinguish
among layers that capture systems and
business processes separately (Winter
and Fischer 2007, p. 8). In the context
of supporting transformation, decision
makers and designers might use such
frameworks to first record the transfor-
mation tasks at each layer, and then work
on the interplay among layers. How-
ever, the use of a general EA framework
requires further detailing and develop-
ment of specific solutions, based on the
problem domain. To assist with this task,
Noran (2006, pp. 144–145) proposes a
structured repository of reference mod-
els to select from for specific EA tasks,
while Moser et al. (2009) propose con-
crete process patterns. Although these
patterns are industry-independent, they
need further detail to transform existing
systems and processes in a specific sector.
For a detailed insight and comparison of
many different EA frameworks, includ-
ing some for specific industry sectors, the
reader is referred to Aier et al. (2008).
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2.2 Reference Models
Many EA frameworks – especially those
for specific sectors – contain reference
models that incorporate best-practice so-
lutions. While a concrete model has to
fit a clearly defined situation, a reference
model is a point of reference for a whole
range of situations with the clear purpose
of reuse (Thomas 2005, pp. 21–24). Dis-
tilling lessons learned by a company into
a reference model for a whole sector is of
obvious benefit to further companies of
the same sector.
Fettke and Loos (2004, p. 332) propose
the following interpretation of reference
models, while a concrete reference model
can combine one or more types:
 A reference model as terminological
instrument contains a collection of
terms or a frame of reference for terms.
It is comparable to an ontology.
 A reference model as a set of singular
statements means the exact modeling
of an artifact observed in reality, i.e., in
one specific company.
 A reference model as a set of gen-
eral statements contains generalizable
models that are true for a specific
problem domain, i.e., for a class of
companies.
 A reference model as a set of normative
statements contains rules and policies
that are binding in a specific context.
 A reference model as technique sets the
focus on the applicability and benefits.
The reference models we discuss in
Sect. 3 mostly serve as terminological
instruments.
2.3 Process Reference Models
A process model is an enterprise-specific
description of the activities, people and
artifacts involved in the execution of
a process. There are various notations
for process models, like Business Process
Modeling Notation (BPNM), Unified
Modeling Language (UML), or Event-
Driven Process Chain (EPC). For the
standardization of process models, Axe-
nath et al. (2005, p. 45) identify a spe-
cific category of reference models, which
they call process reference models. Fettke
et al. (2005) survey the similarities and
differences of 30 process reference mod-
els. Later, Fettke and Loos (2007, pp. 3–
4) point out that a process reference
model should be generalizable from a
specific enterprise and have a recommen-
dation character for a problem domain.
Our problem domain is process trans-
formation towards customer orientation,
flexible product bundling and separation
between service and support.
Axenath et al. (2005, pp. 45–49)
stress the challenge of devising a pro-
cess reference model that is both gen-
eral and customizable. To facilitate cus-
tomization, they propose following as-
pects/categories:
 Integral aspect comprises the activities
of a process which can be atomic or
compound.
 Structuring aspect contains the dis-
tinction between atomic and com-
pound activities.
 Organizational aspect links the orga-
nizational structure to the activities of
the process.
 Informational aspect describes the in-
formation objects and their exchange
between different activities.
 Control aspect defines the order in
which the different activities are exe-
cuted.
We use these aspects to discuss the
extension of eTOM in the next section.
3 Transformation in the
Telecommunication Industry
Transformation in the telecommunica-
tion industry is often triggered by the in-
creasing importance of services – both
with respect to customer expectations
and with respect to technical require-
ments. As Chesbrough and Spohrer
(2006, p. 36) point out, services are of
paramount importance in the post man-
ufacturing world. The services offered by
telecommunication companies are highly
dependent on the underlying technolo-
gies. New technologies like Next Gener-
ation Networks can be used as a basis
for innovative communication services,
but they require major changes in the
provider’s value chain and demand the
harmonization of processes and systems
to it (Bub et al. 2011, p. 253). Examples
of such changes include:
 Formation of new kinds of strategic
partnerships: Grover and Saeed (2003)
found out that “a significant num-
ber of partnerships [in the telecom-
munication industry] are focused on
controlling emerging technologies”.
 New system requirements: Bruce et al.
(2008) discuss how the cost models of
new communication services lead to
changes in the IT requirements of the
underlying systems.
 Changes in the value chain: Pousttchi
and Hufenbach (2011) developed a ref-
erence model for the changed value
chains of mobile operators.
 Changes in processes: In Czarnecki
et al. (2012), we analyzed 180 transfor-
mation projects in the telecommunica-
tion industry and found that compa-
nies define multiple projects dedicated
to the modification/adaption of pro-
cesses and systems according to new
demands.
To support telecommunication com-
panies in aligning their processes and
systems to emerging technologies, to in-
creased customer expectations and to
new partnerships, the TM Forum has
designed an industry-specific EA frame-
work for the telecommunication industry
(Reilly and Creaner 2005) which is called
“Frameworx”.1 Frameworx adheres to the
general structure of EA frameworks (es-
pecially TOGAF) – its layers contain rec-
ommendations for business processes,
and for application, information and sys-
tem integration, as well as a repository of
documentations, models, and guidelines.
In this study, we focus on the Business
Process Layer of Frameworx. This layer
contains the “enhanced Telecom Opera-
tion Map” (eTOM), an industry-specific
reference model for the business process
layer of an enterprise architecture. eTOM
has become a de facto standard by the
International Telecommunication Union
(ITU-T M3050). eTOM Version 8.0 or-
ganizes business processes into levels.
At Level 0, eTOM distinguishes among
(1) strategy, infrastructure, and product
processes containing mostly internal tasks
that realize the prerequisites for telecom-
munication products, (2) operation pro-
cesses that cover all tasks for sales, deliv-
ery, usage, and after-sales, and (3) enter-
prise management processes, i.e. all sup-
port tasks, including accounting and HR.
These tasks are refined further, as in the
example of Fig. 1. For example, the Level
0 process group “Operations” contains a
subgroup “Customer Relationship Man-
agement” at Level 1, and “Selling” and
“Order Handling” processes at Level 2.
The process “Selling” is further detailed
in activities at Level 3, e.g., “Manage
Prospect” and “Negotiate Sales”.
1In the past, the TM Forum has used different terms for their EA framework (least recent one first): NGOSS, Solution Framework, TM Forum
Frameworx. They can be seen as equivalent. We use the most recent one, TM Forum Frameworx.
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Fig. 1 eTOM example with tasks from Levels 0-3 and links among the levels
According to the typification of Fet-
tke and Loos (2004, p. 332), eTOM
(Version 8.0) is a terminological instru-
ment: it contains a hierarchical struc-
ture and vocabulary for business pro-
cesses in the telecommunication indus-
try. With respect to the specific aspects
proposed by Axenath et al. (2005, pp. 47–
49) for process reference models, eTOM
covers the integral and structuring aspects
in its hierarchical structure, and it ad-
dresses also the informational aspect in its
information layer (see Table 1).
However, Version 8.0 of eTOM does
not provide any means for sequencing
the activities of a process, i.e., it lacks
the control aspect. For example, observe
the eTOM decomposition of the sell-
ing process into “Negotiate Sales” and
“Cross/Up Selling” in Fig. 1. Which activ-
ities provide input for “Negotiate Sales”
and which activities follow after a suc-
cessful “Cross/Up Selling”? To overcome
this shortcoming, Snoeck and Michiels
(2002) proposed the design of an or-
dering process flow for telecommunica-
tion companies but focused on a single
product catalogue.
In this work, we extend eTOM Version
8.0 with the control aspect: to this pur-
pose, we introduce RPFs, i.e. sequences of
activities that concretize eTOM’s abstract
reference processes.
4 Research Goal and Procedure
In accordance with the design objectives
of the German Business and Informa-
tion Systems Engineering (BISE) com-
munity, this work proposes a process ref-
erence model for a specific industry. The
objective of this process reference model
is to capture the most important pro-
cesses in this industry at an abstract level,
anchor them in the value chain, high-
light their role in serving the customer,
and record their interplay with underly-
ing technologies, systems and other pro-
cesses. Our process reference model en-
capsulates best practices and research
findings in RPFs, i.e. abstract processes,
which are sufficiently concrete to ex-
press the demands of telecommunication
companies. Hence, the use of RPFs al-
lows practitioners in the telecommunica-
tion industry to plan and coordinate the
transformation of processes across the
value chain more adequately than before.
In our research we adhere to the prin-
ciples of the Applied Design Science Re-
search Methodology (Hevner et al. 2004;
Peffers et al. 2007): after the initial prob-
lem identification, we developed and de-
signed the RPFs in an iterative way. While
a concrete model has to fit to a clearly
defined situation, a reference model is a
point of reference for a whole range of
situations (Fettke and Loos 2007, p. 4).
Hence, we have studied the applicability
of our RPFs by their implementation in
two different projects. We have also un-
dergone the standardization procedure of
the TM Forum, at the end of which our
RPFs were added to the eTOM frame-
work. Furthermore, we have applied the
evaluation approach proposed by Frank
(2007) in Sect. 6.
5 Design and Development of
Reference Process Flows
In order to specify the RPFs we conduct
the following steps. We first impose a do-
main structure over the value chain; the
domains reflect the high-level business
structure of telecommunication compa-
nies which cannot be mapped one-to-
one to the abstract activities of Porter’s
value chain (Porter 1985). Using the new
domain structure, a telecommunication
company can map its business processes
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Table 1 Aspects of process reference models (Axenath et al. 2005, pp. 47–49) as covered by eTOM
Aspects of process reference models (Axenath et al. 2005) eTOM
Integral aspect Contains activities for processes on different level of detail
Structuring aspect The hierarchical structure distinguishes between atomic and compound activities
Organizational aspect Normally processes are linked to the organization during their implementation
Informational aspect The information layer provides the informational objects
Control aspect Not included in version 8.0 ⇐ scope of our study
to domains, and then indirectly to the
value chain. This has three advantages:
(1) the domains are closer to the business
processes of a telecommunication com-
pany, hence the mapping for both old and
new processes is more intuitive; (2) the
value chain view can be exploited for
high-level decisions during the transfor-
mation process, e.g., for the outsourcing
of activities, while (3) the impact of such
a decision upon the affected business
processes can be assessed and valuated
for each domain. The domain structure
is described in Sect. 5.1.
In Sect. 5.2, we present the RPFs we
have defined in each of the four domains.
These RPFs have been designed after ex-
tensive interaction with company stake-
holders, abstraction from various trans-
formation projects and discussion with
telecommunication consultants. Hence,
although we do not claim completeness,
we can state that our RPFs do reflect
the needs of telecommunication compa-
nies. Moreover, extensions towards the
needs of specific companies are possi-
ble and can be conducted in a disci-
plined manner, since our RPFs are seam-
lessly embedded to eTOM, as described
in Sect. 5.3.
5.1 Development of a Domain Structure
for Reference Process Flows
On the basis of research advances we have
identified the following requirements:
 Flexible bundling of services to market
products (Bruce et al. 2008, pp. 16–19),
including the interoperability along
the value chain (Czarnecki et al. 2010)
as well as services implemented with
different physical resources (e.g., net-
work elements),
 Separation between service and tech-
nical transport (Knightson et al. 2005,
pp. 49–50), which can be realized
by, e.g., a Next Generation Network
(Czarnecki et al. 2009),
 Customer-oriented business processes
(Czarnecki et al. 2011, p. 178), in
which customer orientation is the re-
sponse of telecommunication compa-
nies to increased competition and high
customer expectations (Peppard and
Rylander 2006, p. 134).
As a starting point we structure the
activities of a telecommunication com-
pany in high-level domains, as suggested
by Snoeck and Michiels (2002, pp. 331–
334). We organize the aspects “customer”,
“product”, “services” and “technical net-
work” (Bruce et al. 2008, pp. 16–19) into
following domains:
 Customer domain: it covers all market-
ing activities initiated by the telecom-
munication company, such as mar-
keting campaigns, definition of cus-
tomer segments, design of segment-
specific products or service bundles,
and assessment of customer lifetime
value.
 Product and service domain: it cov-
ers the development, launching and
bundling of new products, in re-
sponse to the requirement of flexible
bundling.
 Network domain: it covers the logis-
tics and production of services and re-
sources, as well as the relevant technol-
ogy and supportive infrastructure for
after-sales; the market products them-
selves are covered in the customer-
centric domain (see below). This dif-
ferentiation is response to the require-
ment for separation between service
and technical transport.
Furthermore, we introduce an addi-
tional domain to underline our end-to-
end view as well as the required customer
orientation:
 Customer-centric domain: it contains
all sales, production, logistics and
after-sales activities initiated by the
customer, while the customer domain
contains those initiated by the com-
pany.
In Fig. 2 we depict our domains as
layers over Porter’s value chain. As be-
comes apparent from the figure, our new
customer-centric domain alleviates the
rather limited scope of the customer do-
main. The new domain is as wide in
scope as the network domain, but obvi-
ously covers the aspects concerning the
customer and not those concerning the
products, services, and infrastructure.
The four domains are not overlapping,
but have interfaces to each other. For ex-
ample, the reporting of a technical prob-
lem is defined as an RPF in the customer-
centric domain and is linked to an RPF
on solving the technical problem – the
latter is in the network domain. As an-
other example, marketing campaigns are
conducted by so-called outbound agents
in the call-center (and often outsourced
to other companies), while incoming re-
quests by the customer are dealt with
by sales agents. In our domain structure,
marketing campaigns belong to the cus-
tomer domain while incoming requests
belong to the customer-centric domain.
5.2 The Reference Process Flows for
each Domain
In the following, we present 18 end-to-
end RPFs: seven for the customer-centric
domain, seven for the network domain
and four for the product domain.2 We
have derived them from the findings
in Bruce et al. (2008), Knightson et al.
(2005), Czarnecki et al. (2011), Snoeck
and Michiels (2002), and from the anal-
ysis of several redesign projects in inter-
national telecommunication companies
of one of the largest telecommunication
consultancies worldwide.
The seven RPFs in the customer-
centric domain capture customer inter-
action with the telecommunication com-
pany, as initiated by the customer. The
flows are end-to-end, starting with a cus-
tomer request (or similar activity) and
2The RPFs for the Customer domain are currently under development, using the proposed methodology.
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Fig. 2 The four domain layers on Porter’s value chain (value chain picture based on Porter (1985)) (The support activities have
been re-positioned, so that the Network domain box covers only the relevant activities)
ending with the fulfillment of the request.
We propose a name for each RPF based
on the initiating event and the typical
result:
 Request for information/offering: it
deals with all tasks related to ques-
tions and inquiries from the cus-
tomer, therefore we name it “Request-
to-answer”. A possible end is an offer
for a specific product.
 Placement of an order: it covers all
tasks that convert the customer request
to a product/service order, including
payment. This RPF is comparable with
the typical sales process and is named
“Order-to-payment”.
 Usage of a service: the usage process it-
self is an important part of the com-
munication service. It contains all us-
age related tasks after the customer has
purchased a product or service. We call
it “Usage-to-payment”.
 Request for modification of an existing
service or contract: it covers all tasks
from a request for a service change to
modifications in billing; we name it
“Request-to-change”.
 Termination of a contract related to
the usage of a product/service: it con-
tains customer retention, processing of
the termination order, capturing cus-
tomer feedback, terminating the ser-
vice and initiating the final bill prepa-
ration; we name it “Termination-to-
confirmation”.
 Reporting a technical problem: it re-
ceives a troubleshooting request from
the customer, analyzes it to identify
its cause, initiates a solution, monitors
the troubleshooting process until its
completion and then closes the trouble
ticket; we call it “Problem-to-solution”.
 Reporting an issue or complaint: it
deals with customer complaints in
a similar way as troubleshooting re-
quests are handled. Possible com-
plaints are caused, e.g., by bill dis-
crepancies: we call it “Complaint-to-
solution”.
The network domain consists of seven
RPFs that cover the view of network
operations and the interaction with the
telecommunication company. Such op-
erations and interactions include or-
der handling, trouble ticket manage-
ment, billing, capacity management, ser-
vice lifecycle management, and conti-
nuity management, among others. We
define following RPFs:
 The production of a service covers all
network-related tasks regarding provi-
sioning, modification and termination
of services and the respective technical
resources. This RPF is normally trig-
gered by a production order, i.e. from
the Customer-centric domain. We call
it “Production-order-to-acceptance”.
 The analysis and resolution of techni-
cal troubles starts with issuing a “trou-
ble ticket” (i.e., a description of the
technical problem and of the assign-
ment of responsibilities). The trouble
ticket is either issued by an RPF in
the Customer-centric domain or gen-
erated by an alarm of the service or
technical resource itself. We name this
RPF “Trouble-ticket-to-solution”.
 The technical part of the usage is
mainly related to the collection and
mediation of usage records from tech-
nical resources. This RPF also cov-
ers the authentication and the alloca-
tion of new services or technical re-
sources. It is triggered by the acti-
vation of a service, hence we call it
“Activation-to-usage”.
 The development and management of
communication services encompasses
all activities related to the implementa-
tion, updating, operation and discon-
tinuation of services which are part of
new and existing products. We name it
“Service lifecycle management”.
 For the development of technical re-
sources we propose a counterpart to
the previous RPF, but intended for
resources. This RPF encompasses the
implementation, updating, operation,
and disengagement of physical and
logical resources under the name “Re-
source lifecycle management”.
 Providing the right capacity for ser-
vices and technical resources is also
an RPF. It can have a planning com-
ponent and a monitoring component.
In both cases, it covers activities as-
sociated with the management of ca-
pacities (e.g., of elements of the net-
work infrastructure), hence we call it
“Capacity management”.
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Fig. 3 Mapping the RPF to eTOM Level 2 (Step 1) and incorporating the corresponding Level 3 activities to each RPF (Step 2)
 Continuity management contains all
activities related to the identification of
critical services and resource compo-
nents and to the specification of strate-
gies, policies, and plans for dealing
with disruptions.
The product domain contains four
RPFs, depicted below. They represent the
product view and capture interactions
within the telecommunication company:
 The generation of a new product
idea includes activities such as spec-
ifying guidelines for future innova-
tions, defining a roadmap for identi-
fied business opportunities, idea gen-
eration, and assessment of a new idea’s
potential. We call this RPF “Idea-to-
business-opportunity”.
 The launch of a new product covers the
evaluation of identified business op-
portunities, preparatory activities be-
fore introducing the product to the
market, activities associated with the
realization and testing of new prod-
ucts, the launch itself, and the mon-
itoring of the targeted market seg-
ment. We name this RPF “Business-
opportunity-to-launch”.
 The launch of an improved and mod-
ified version of an existing prod-
uct is intended to prolong a prod-
uct’s lifetime and sustain revenue. This
RPF, named “Decision-to-relaunch”
includes the selection of the activi-
ties in the previous RPF needed for
preparing the relaunch.
 The termination of a product’s lifecy-
cle is also an RPF, named “Decision-
to-elimination”. It includes the activi-
ties needed for removing the product
from the market.
In the next subsection, we describe how
we embed these 18 RPFs in eTOM.
5.3 Embedding the Reference Process
Flows to eTOM
We embed our 18 RPFs in eTOM by per-
forming the following steps (cf. Fig. 3).
For each RPF, we first identify the Level
2 eTOM processes that are conceptually
associated with it (Fig. 3, upper part) –
this is the mapping step. For each such
process, we depict its underlying Level
3 activities, identify those that concep-
tually belong to our RPF (Fig. 3, lower
part, left), place them in a logical order
(sequencing), and then incorporate them
into the RPF (Fig. 3, lower part, right) –
this is the arrangement step. The arrange-
ment step is performed for each Level 2
process, so that an RPF is gradually expli-
cated as a sequence of Level 3 activities. In
doing so, we do not simply use eTOM as a
terminological instrument: our RPFs are
expressed as sequences of eTOM Level 3
activities, thereby identifying and linking
all eTOM activities that should be part of
the RPF.
Thus, the embedding steps ensure
compliance to the eTOM standard, and
they constitute a vade mecum for embed-
ding additional RPFs in eTOM.
All specifications and mappings are
available from the TM Forum.3 In the
following, we describe how we embedded
the RPF “Order-to-payment” in eTOM.
First, we associated “Order-to-payment”
with 14 Level-2 eTOM processes. In
Fig. 4, we see that these Level 2 processes
belong to different sub-groups (Level 1)
of the eTOM process group “Operations”
(Level 0). Each of the processes depicted
in Fig. 4 consists of several Level 3 ac-
tivities. In the arrangement step, we have
identified the relevant ones, which be-
came part of the “Order-to-Payment”
specification at eTOM Level 3 (cf. Fig. 5).
Furthermore we see in Fig. 5 that some of
these activities come from the informa-
tion layer (“service inventory”, “resource
inventory”, and “customer subscription
inventory”).
We have arranged the “Order-to-
Payment” RPF into four swim lanes4
that are independent from a concrete
3See http://www.tmforum.org for further information. The document (72 pages total) is stored under “GB921 Addendum E”.
4For more details on swim lane flowcharts please refer, e.g., to the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN).
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Fig. 4 Embedding the “Order-to-Payment” RPF in eTOM Level 2 – mapping step
organizational structure and reflect the
requirements for customer orientation,
flexible product bundling and separation
between service and transport (cf. Fig. 5):
 Market, product, and customer: this
lane consists of all activities that re-
fer to a bundle of services in a specific
package and with a specific price.
 Services: this lane contains all activ-
ities related to functionally indepen-
dent elements of a product, which can
be combined flexibly.
 Resources: this lane refers to the tech-
nical capabilities required to deliver a
service. These might depend on the
specific client location.
 Supplier/partner: this lane contains
all activities related to the inter-
organizational exchange concerning
products, services and resources.
After the embedment in eTOM, our
RPFs have become concrete sequences of
activities, but still allow customization
within a company. Moreover, compliance
with eTOM does not dictate the imple-
mentation of all RPFs. For example, if a
company decides to buy network services
from another company instead of run-
ning their own telecommunication net-
work, then this company needs to imple-
ment only a subset of the RPFs in the
network domain.
6 Demonstration and Evaluation
of the Applicability of the
Reference Process Flows
To evaluate our RPFs, we have first used
them in two transformation projects. Ac-
cording to Yin (2003, p. 4), research based
on case studies can be applied to phe-
nomena that are dynamic in nature and
have not yet been fully developed and es-
tablished. Thus it is appropriate to apply
our method in case studies in order to
demonstrate its applicability; we report
on the findings in Sect. 6.1.
Furthermore, we have undergone the
review procedure of the TM Forum, as
required for all official publications. At
the end of this review, the TM Forum in-
corporated our research results as official
extension to the eTOM standard (TM Fo-
rum 2010). We report on the review pro-
cess in Sect. 6.2. Finally, in Sect. 6.3 we
evaluate our RPFs by means of the cri-
teria proposed by Frank (2007) for the
evaluation of reference models.
6.1 First Application in Two
Transformation Projects
We used our RPFs (1) in a process reengi-
neering project in the Middle East and
(2) in a process design project in Africa.
Both projects encompassed the develop-
ment of company-specific processes as
mandatory task; its purpose was to make
interrelations among process activities
explicit. Adaptation of a reference model
to a specific situation is a young research
topic (Schermann et al. 2008, p. 1577),
therefore there are no agreed-upon crite-
ria for measuring the efficacy of the adap-
tation. We measured the impact of our
RPFs as the number of processes that had
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Fig. 5 Embedding the “Order-to-Payment” RPF in eTOM Level 3 – arrangement step
to be developed from scratch – the fewer
the better.
The client company of the first project
is one of the major service providers in
the Middle East. This company offers
fixed line, mobile communication, and
IPTV products. The company was fac-
ing changed market conditions and con-
cluded that they had to re-engineer their
customer-centric process domain and the
related IT in order to remain competitive.
In this project, we used the seven end-
to-end RPFs of the customer-centric do-
main as starting point. We first mapped
the existing processes and organizational
responsibilities to our end-to-end RPFs.
It turned out that our RPFs could be used
as they were in that phase, no changes
were necessary. In the next phase of de-
tailed process design, we used the RPFs
as a starting point: we adapted them to
the specific requirements of the com-
pany, and refined them further by align-
ing them to the IT architecture and to
existing input and output templates. In
total, only 28 operational changes be-
came necessary to adapt our RPFs to
the historically grown structures. These
changes were of minor nature, performed
in response to company-specific require-
ments – a usual task in the implemen-
tation of a reference model within an
existing context.
The client company of the second
project is a service provider in Africa;
they mainly offer mobile products. At
the time of the project, the processes
of this company were not yet docu-
mented. Hence, the goal of the project
was the development of a first set of
high-priority processes up to an opera-
tional level. This project had to be com-
pleted at a very tight schedule; hence,
a rigid procedure, as supported by our
RPFs, was indispensable. In fact, the ex-
istence of our RPFs was a reason for
deciding to launch the project in the
first place. First, we used our four do-
mains and the end-to-end RPFs as a ba-
sis for a priority list, which was then
agreed upon with the top-management.
According to this priority list, we se-
lected to design three processes in the
customer-centric domain and three pro-
cesses in the network domain. For the de-
sign of these processes, we used our exist-
ing RPFs: the only adjustment we made
was a simplification: we deleted the el-
ements of the Information Framework.
After designing the processes, we iden-
tified process activities that needed fur-
ther refinement at the operational level,
and we specified business rules for them.
These business rules were recorded as free
text, but we used a template to struc-
ture this text. For example, the process
step “receive pending charges” (part of
the billing processes) had to be refined to
allow re-activation of blocked accounts.
We specified this refinement in a business
rule.
In Table 2, we summarize how our
RPFs were used in the projects. The
last row shows that the RPFs were al-
most completely taken over; only adjust-
ments at operational level and company-
specific business rules were necessary.
This means that our RPFs have sped up
project completion.
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Table 2 Summary of two projects, serving as evaluation of our process reference model
Company 1 Company 2
Region Middle East Africa
Product categories Fixed, mobile, and IPTV Mobile
Project focus Reengineering of customer-centric processes Specification and implementation of six
high-priority processes
Project duration 6 months 3 months
Evaluated part of RPFs Customer-centric domain All domains with focus to the prioritized six
processes
Necessary changes to RPFs 28 adaptations at the operational level, dictated by
specific company requirements and by the need to
align with existing IT systems
Additional refinements of the processes by means
of company-specific business rules
6.2 Evaluation in the Standardization
Process of the TM Forum
Our RPFs have become an extension of
the eTOM standard after a rigorous vali-
dation process within the TM Forum or-
ganization. A formal evaluation and ap-
proval procedure specified by the TM
Forum (cf. http://www.tmforum.org) is
mandatory for all artifacts, before they
are officially published. This procedure is
described below.
As soon as the TM Forum Project Team
decides that an artifact has an adequate
level of maturity, it subjects it to “team
approval”; this starts off the formal re-
view process by the program manager.
During a 30 to 45 day review and eval-
uation phase, the entire eTOM working
group reviews the artifact. This work-
ing group is open to all members of
the TM Forum. The development of our
RPFs was aligned with existing TM Fo-
rum initiatives, so that the existing pro-
cedures (including regular team work-
shops) ensured proper involvement of
industry representatives.5 Parallel to the
review performed by the eTOM work-
ing group, the “Technical Committee” (a
sub-committee of the TM Forum Board)
evaluates the compliance of the artifact
with the technical strategy and with the
overall quality requirements of the TM
Forum. Thereafter, all member compa-
nies are asked to provide comments.
During the whole evaluation process, all
comments are recorded, and changes of
the artifact are performed whenever re-
quired. Once approved, the artifact ap-
pears in an official publication of the TM
Forum.
Our RPFs have now reached final ap-
proval and were published with version 9
of the eTOM framework. The first pro-
posal was submitted in April 2009, the
approval by the eTOM working group
was effected in January 2010. The official
review and evaluation process ended with
the final approval in July 2010, where-
upon our RPFs became part of the eTOM
standard. This is a positive evaluation re-
sult for our RPFs in the sense of design
science (Hevner et al. 2004).
6.3 Applying General Criteria for
Reference Model Evaluation
Frank (2007, p. 119) understands the
evaluation of a reference model as a prob-
lem related (a) to the evaluation of con-
ceptual models and (b) to the evalua-
tion of modeling languages. Hence, he
proposes a multi-perspective evaluation
framework that contains the economic,
deployment, engineering and epistemo-
logical perspectives. For each of these
perspectives he proposes concrete evalu-
ation criteria, such as the level of industry
commitment or the existence of training
modules for the reference model. Thus,
Frank (2007) provides a comprehensive,
well-defined approach for the evaluation
of reference models, which has already
been used by other researchers (e.g., Otto
and Ofner 2010).
Frank (2007, pp. 136–137) points out
that the evaluation of a specific reference
model requires identifying the relevant
criteria and concentrating on them. Our
process reference model is intended to as-
sist telecommunication companies in im-
proving the conduct of their business.
Hence, we consider criteria from the eco-
nomic perspective and from the deploy-
ment perspective, as explained below.
The economic perspective covers costs,
benefits and protection of investments.
Costs are mainly related to the introduc-
tion and maintenance of the reference
model, while the benefits are reflected,
among others, in the changes of exist-
ing business processes, as dictated by the
reference model. The protection of in-
vestment is mainly related to the dis-
semination of the reference model and
to future changes that may have an ef-
fect upon it. The deployment perspective
evaluates the reference model from the
users’ point of view; this perspective en-
compasses understandability and appro-
priateness, and it also captures the users’
attitude.
For our evaluation, we selected the 16
criteria (economic perspective and de-
ployment perspective) depicted in the
second column of Table 3. The first col-
umn of Table 3 refers to the group to
which each criterion belongs, the sec-
ond column describes the criteria, and
the third column summarizes our eval-
uation with respect to each criterion.
This last column shows that our RPFs
are positively assessed. This is an addi-
tional proof-of-concept for our process
reference model.
7 Applying our Approach outside
the Telecommunication Industry
Many IS scholars in the domain of ref-
erence modeling discuss methods for the
construction and application of refer-
ence models (Becker et al. 2007; Thomas
2007; vom Brocke 2007). Our telecom-
munication reference model is industry-
dependent, but the approach of design-
ing, introducing, and validating it is to
some extent industry-independent. We
5In August 2010, the working group had 1680 members from telecommunication companies, consultancies and research institutions.
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Table 3 Summary of multi-perspective evaluation according to the framework of Frank (2007)
Group Criteria Summary of Evaluation
Costs Acquisition of reference model, training for using the
reference model, adaption of the reference model,
adaption of the organization, integration with existing
models, integration with existing tools, maintenance
support
As our RPFs have become part of eTOM, all existing
TM Forum infrastructure can be used without
additional costs (e.g., for training, online portal,
technical forum). The flexible design of the RPFs
allows for easy adaption. The implementation of a
new process will lead to changes of the operational
structure, but our design is independent of an
organizational structure. Hence, it can be mapped to
every organization.
Benefits Efficiency of affected business processes, number of
relevant IT-vendors that support model, integration
with other reference models, communication within
company, inter-organizational
communication/coordination
Our RPFs stimulate standardization (e.g., in dealing
with different products or functional entities). This
contributes to process efficiency (Bruce et al. 2008).
Since our RPFs are not constrained by departmental
boundaries, they stimulate disciplined interaction
across departments.
Since our RPFs are part of a standard, they contribute
towards forming a common understanding, as
needed, e.g., for outsourcing, in alliances, and in other
forms of inter-organizational coordination.
Protection of investment Industry commitment, technological changes The standardization approval within the TM Forum is
a good indicator of high industry commitment which
naturally goes hand-in-hand with protection of
investment.
Deployment Understandability, attitude towards our process
reference model
Our RPFs comply with eTOM (including its
terminology), so understandability within the
community (represented by the TM Forum) is
ensured.
The approval of the standard is an obvious indicator
of the community’s positive attitude.
now summarize this high-level approach
and show how it contributes to the un-
derstanding of reference model usage in
practice.
Our approach has the following steps:
1. Specification of a framework for the
design of RPFs (cf. Sect. 5.1)
2. Specification of the RPFs (cf. Sect. 5.2)
and embedment in an existing process
reference model (cf. Sect. 5.3)
3. Iterative involvement of practition-
ers in the development process (cf.
Sect. 4)
4. Integration of a process reference
model into an EA framework (cf.
Sects. 3 & 5.2)
5. Application of different evaluation
types for a process reference model
(cf. Sect. 6)
6. Standardization as part of the evalua-
tion (cf. Sect. 6.2)
Those steps can be mapped into the
following elements:
(A) Selection of a specific level of ab-
straction for which RPFs are to be
designed: industry-independent ele-
ment, step 1 is its industry-specific
implementation
(B) Specification of concrete RPFs:
industry-specific element, step 2
is its implementation
(C) Considering Strategy, Information
Systems, and Processes simultane-
ously for the RPF specification,
while taking their interdependencies
into account: industry-independent
element, steps 1 and 2 constitute its
industry-specific implementation
(D) Standardization of the RPFs: in-
dustry-independent element, steps 3
and 5 constitute its industry-specific
implementation
(E) Incorporation of a close interplay
between conceptual work, live test-
ing in companies and feedback,
as integral part of RPF specifi-
cation and evaluation: industry-
independent, steps 4 and 6 consti-
tute its industry-specific implemen-
tation
We elaborate on these elements below
and highlight the nature of industry-
specific versus industry-independent
contribution.
The concrete artifact RPFs (element B)
is peculiar to the telecommunication in-
dustry. The study of this industry consti-
tutes an independent research topic in the
IS discipline (e.g., Bub et al. 2011; Bruce
et al. 2008; Czarnecki et al. 2010; Grover
and Saeed 2003). In this context, the ar-
tifact itself (i.e., the RPFs) is a contribu-
tion to research on the telecommunica-
tion sector. Considering reference mod-
eling as a scientific discipline, as postu-
lated, e.g., by Becker et al. (2007), we con-
tribute to this body of knowledge a spe-
cific instance – a process reference model
for a specific industry.
The distinction between strategy, infor-
mation systems and processes (element
C) has turned out to be imperative for the
telecommunication industry, but we be-
lieve that it transfers to other industries,
especially to those that (1) are largely
dependent on Information Technology,
(2) intend or are forced to outsource
parts of their processes and of the under-
lying mission-critical IT, and (3) face the
need for root breaking changes in their
business model because of the other two
aspects.
The decision for RPFs as modeling
instrument (element A) is obviously
industry-independent. The hierarchical
specification of RPFs we have used in
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the industry-specific implementation is
transferable and helps specifying the lo-
cation and the semantics of specific RPFs
in a transparent way. Second, RPFs can be
described with the same modeling instru-
ments as conventional processes; hence,
RPFs can be understood and refined by
the process designers inside a company.
This leads us to element D of our ap-
proach, namely the decision to turn RPFs
into a standard.
The standardization of the RPFs (ele-
ment D) is a mission-critical aspect of
our approach. Standardization guaran-
tees first that the process flows of a spe-
cific industry are fixed and understood,
and second that the IT-providers become
aware of the IT demands and design
IT solutions that satisfy these demands.
Since the design of complex IT requires
investments and acquisition of know-
how, the standardization of RPFs ensures
that IT-providers deliver technology for
well-defined process chunks that can be
consumed by all companies in the indus-
try. Similarly to elements A) and C), stan-
dardization is an industry-independent
element of our approach and is most cru-
cial for industries with mission-critical,
complex IT that needs to be outsourced,
thus leading even to transformation of
the companies in this industry (aspects 1,
2, 3 above).
Which industries are likely to face the
need for a framework as we proposed
it for the telecommunication industry?
The aspects of (1) mission-critical IT,
(2) need for outsourcing and, conse-
quently, (3) need for transformation per-
tain to other industries, too. For exam-
ple, the energy sector is experiencing
cost pressure due to market liberaliza-
tion. Outsourcing (aspect 2) is an op-
tion that deserves consideration, all the
more because market liberalization also
dictates flexible bundling of services, for
which more sophisticated IT support is
needed (aspect 1). The increasingly cen-
tral role of sophisticated IT in the oth-
erwise conventional products of the au-
tomotive industry makes it also a can-
didate for a standardized “RPFs”-based
framework.
Obviously, a targeted investigation into
the potential of our approach for each
of these industries is a study by itself
and goes beyond the scope of this work.
Nonetheless, the TM Forum has already
started initiatives to expand their refer-
ence models towards the needs of other
sectors, including energy and healthcare.
8 Conclusion, Limitations,
and Outlook
Business processes of telecommunication
companies are subject to reorganization
initiatives, not least because of innovative
technologies and far-reaching changes in
the targeted markets. Customer orienta-
tion leads to the need for flexible prod-
uct design and bundling, and thus to the
need to redesign product development,
marketing and customer support in a
more customer-centric way. Outsourcing
of non-core competencies and the forma-
tion of alliances that jointly exploit emer-
gent technologies are further motivators
for process redesign. Telecommunication
companies need guidance in that con-
text and can greatly benefit from lessons
learned and best practices introduced in
other companies of the sector.
The industry-specific process refer-
ence model eTOM partially addresses
this need for guidance, but still does
not provide concrete guidelines, e.g., on
how customer-centricity should be im-
plemented for the many activities that
involve interaction with a customer. In
this study, we propose a process refer-
ence model, whose core is RPFs. These
are archetypal end-to-end processes asso-
ciated to (a) services & products, (b) the
network infrastructure, (c) interaction of
the company towards the customer, and
(d) interaction with the company, initi-
ated by the customer. Into these RPFs we
have incorporated findings from scien-
tific literature and lessons learned from
practitioners, thus allowing companies to
benefit from past best practices.
We have applied our proposed RPFs
in two transformation projects. Adjust-
ments were necessary only on the opera-
tional level during both projects. Hence,
we understand the outcome of these
projects as a first proof-of-concept. Fur-
thermore, we have successfully under-
gone the evaluation procedure of TM
Forum. Our proposed RPFs were ac-
cepted and are published as part of
eTOM version 9. In addition, we have
applied a multi-dimensional evaluation
framework for process models to evaluate
our RPFs.
Our process reference model is a con-
tribution to practice, as it assists prac-
titioners in planning and orchestrating
the redesign of their processes in a dis-
ciplined, transparent way. Also, since our
process reference model has become part
of the eTOM standard, compliance with
it ensures compatibility with the pro-
cesses of other players in the telecommu-
nication sector.
Our contribution to theory is twofold.
First, we have enriched the body of
knowledge on reference models with a
new instance, designed for the needs
of the telecommunication sector. Sec-
ond, our approach for designing, devel-
oping and testing our artifact can serve as
(industry-independent) guideline for the
introduction of process reference models
in an industry sector.
A first future work task is the extension
of our process reference model by adding
further processes. In particular, it is un-
likely that the 18 RPFs we have proposed
will cover all thinkable situations and sce-
narios that a company can face when re-
designing its processes. To this purpose,
we intend to monitor the use of our RPFs,
to collect experiences from practitioners,
and to participate in the eTOM working
group responsible for refinements of the
process reference model.
In this work, we assumed that
the strategic objectives are customer-
orientation, flexible product bundling
and de-coupling from technical trans-
port – objectives that can be (and often
are) achieved through outsourcing and
strategic alliances. Currently, these ob-
jectives are true for most telecommu-
nication companies but additional or
different objectives may hold and require
changes of our RPFs.
Furthermore, the focus of our work
was on specifying the RPFs. Their instan-
tiation requires further, finer concepts
that reflect the requirements within a
given company. In particular, RPFs could
be introduced as they are in a green-
field situation (e.g., in a start-up com-
pany). In contrast, if a company has al-
ready defined and optimized its processes
and is member of strategic alliances, then
it likely to be subject to constraints that
require adjustments to the RPFs. How
can we support optimal decisions in this
case? Which factors are relevant to distin-
guish between a specific solution and the
reference solution? These questions are
a starting point for further research on
the utilization of RPFs in transformation
projects.
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The telecommunication market is ex-
periencing substantial changes. New
business models, innovative services,
and technologies require reengineer-
ing, transformation, and process stan-
dardization. Enterprise Architecture
Frameworks support the transforma-
tion by specifying methods, proce-
dures, and reference models. With the
Enhanced Telecom Operation Map
(eTOM), the TM Forum offers an in-
ternational de facto reference process
framework, based on specific features
and requirements of the telecommu-
nication industry. However, this refer-
ence framework only offers a hierarchi-
cal collection of processes on different
levels of abstraction; a control view in
terms of a sequential ordering of tasks
and hence a real process flow as well
as an end-to-end view on the customer
are missing. In this paper, we extend
the eTOM reference model by reference
process flows, in which we abstract
and generalize the knowledge about
processes in telecommunication com-
panies. With reference process flows,
we aim to assist companies in achiev-
ing a structured and transparent re-
structuring and re-design of their pro-
cesses. We demonstrate the applica-
bility and usefulness of our reference
process flows in two case studies, and
evaluate them by means of criteria for
reference model evaluation. Our refer-
ence process flows have been accepted
as a standard by the TM Forum and
published as part of eTOM version 9.
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nents of our approach which can be ap-
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